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Face Recognition Using Face Tracker Classifier Data

FIELD OF INVENTION

The invention relates to face recognition within an image acquisition device.

BACKGROUND

The techniques of face detection and face recognition are each being explored by those skilled

and a great many advances have been made in those respective fields in recent years. Face

detection has to do with the problem of locating regions within a digital image or video

sequence which have a high probability of representing a human face. Face recognition

involves the analysis of such a "face region" and its comparison with a database of known

faces to determine if the unknown "face region" is sufficiently similar to any of the known

faces to represent a high probability match. The related field of tracking involves face or

identity recognition between different frames in a temporal sequence of frames. A useful

review of face detection is provided by Yang et al., in IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis

and Machine Intelligence, Vol. 24, No. 1, pages 34-58, January 2002. A review of face

recognition techniques is given in Zhang et al., Proceedings of the IEEE, Vol. 85, No. 9,

pages 1423-1435, September 1997.

Face tracking for digital image acquisition devices includes methods of marking human faces

in a series of images such as a video stream or a camera preview. Face tracking can be used

for indication to the photographer the locations of faces in an image, improving the

acquisition parameters, or for allowing post processing of the images based on knowledge of

the location of faces.

In general, face tracking systems employ two principle modules: (i) a detection module for

location of new candidate face regions in an acquired image or a sequence of images; and (ii)

a tracking module for confirmed face regions.

A well-known fast-face detection algorithm is disclosed in US 2002/0102024 and at Rapid

Object Detection Using a Boosted Cascade of Simple Features, in Proc. IEEE Conf. on

Computer Vision & Pattern Recognition, 2001; (describing Haar-feature detection



techniques). In brief, Viola-Jones first derives an integral image from an acquired image-

usually an image frame in a video stream. Each element of the integral image is calculated as

the sum of intensities of all points above and to the left of the point in the image. The total

intensity of any sub-window in an image can then be derived by subtracting the integral image

value for the top left point of the sub-window from the integral image value for the bottom

right point of the sub-window. Also intensities for adjacent sub-windows can be efficiently

compared using particular combinations of integral image values from points of the sub-

windows.

In Viola-Jones, a chain (cascade) of 32 classifiers based on rectangular (and increasingly

refined) Haar features are used with the integral image by applying the classifiers to a sub-

window within the integral image. For a complete analysis of an acquired image this sub-

window is shifted incrementally across the integral image until the entire image has been

covered.

In addition to moving the sub-window across the entire integral image, the sub window must

also be scaled up/down to cover the possible range of face sizes. In Violla-Jones, a scaling

factor of 1.25 is used and, typically, a range of about 10-12 different scales are required to

cover the possible face sizes in an XVGA size image.

It will therefore be seen that the resolution of the integral image is determined by the smallest

sized classifier sub-window, i.e. the smallest size face to be detected, as larger sized sub-

windows can use intermediate points within the integral image for their calculations.

A number of variants of the original Viola-Jones algorithm are known in the literature. These

generally employ rectangular, Haar feature classifiers and use the integral image techniques of

Viola-Jones.

Even though Viola-Jones is significantly faster than other face detectors, it still requires

significant computation and, on a Pentium class computer can just about achieve real-time

performance. In a resource-restricted embedded system, such as hand held image acquisition

devices (examples include digital cameras, hand-held computers or cellular phones equipped

with cameras), it is not practical to run such a face detector at real-time frame rates for video.



From tests within a typical digital camera, it is only possible to achieve complete coverage of

all 10-12 sub-window scales with a 3-4 classifier cascade. This allows some level of initial

face detection to be achieved, but with unacceptably high false positive rates.

Census transform techniques are described at Froba, B. and Ernst, A., Face detection with the

modified census transform, in Automatic Face and Gesture Recognition, 2004; Sixth IEEE

International Conference on, 17-19 May 2004 Page(s): 9 1 - 96 of Proceedings.

Soft cascade techniques and use of cumulative probabilities are described at Bourdev, L. and

Brandt, J., Robust object detection via soft cascade, in Computer Vision and Pattern

Recognition, 2005 (CVPR 2005). /EEE Computer Society Conference on, Volume 2, Issue ,

20-25 June 2005 Page(s): 236 - 243 vol. 2.

Use of Haar-like filter for face recognition is described at Y. Higashijima, S. Takano and K.

Niijima. Face recognition using long Haar-like filters, in Proceedings of the Image and

Vision Computing New Zealand 2005 (IVCNZ2005), pp. 43-48, 2005.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 illustrates in block form a face tracking system in accordance with certain

embodiments.

Figure 2 shows example plots of cumulative probabilities versus numbers of classifiers for

strong, weak and average face candidates compared to a baseline face threshold.

Figure 3 illustrates a classifier cascade employed for both face detection and face recognition

in accordance with certain embodiments.

Figure 4a illustrates a statistical analysis process for face detector classifiers in accordance

with certain embodiments.

Figure 4b illustrates by way of example a comparison of reference classifier profiles for

relatively strong and weak face regions.

Figure 4c illustrates by way of example adjusted strong and weak face classifier profiles

normalized to an average face profile.



Figure 5 illustrates real-time detection and recognition processes in accordance with certain

embodiments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

Several embodiments are described which provide face recognition within an image

acquisition device, such as a portable camera-enabled device, camera-phone, digital still

camera or another device configured to capture digital images. The device may incorporate a

face tracking subsystem. The system may train a set of recognizers to employ face detection

classifiers to perform face recognition in parallel.

Certain embodiments are based on using the haar/census classifiers from a face Tracker

subsystem to train a number of person-specific face recognizer subsystems. These face

recognizers can then be run in parallel with a face tracking process to provide real-time

probabilities that a tracked face belongs to each recognition class. When the probability for

one face recognition class is significantly higher than all the others a positive recognition is

reported; when two (or more) classes have high and approximately equal probabilities user

input is requested; when all classes have low and approximately equal probabilities an

unknown recognition class is reported and the user may choose to train the system for this

unknown class.

Several embodiments are described which are applicable to imaging appliances which employ

a classifier-cascade based face detection process (hardware/software/hybrid) similar to that

originally described by Violla-Jones - prior art document (I); this can be employed to

implement a real-time face tracking process, e.g., as described at US patents 7,403,643 and

7,315,631 among others cited above in the Related Art section.

An advantageous process is described to enable (a) the training of a plurality of face

recognizers based on the face detector classifiers; and (b) the real-time recognition of tracked

face regions using the same set of classifiers employed for face detection/tracking.

A face detector sub-process is used which combines both Haar-type classifiers described in

prior art document (i) with census-type classifiers described in prior art document (ii). In

addition this detector also employs the soft-cascade techniques described in prior art



document (iii). These enable a cumulative probability to be generated at each stage of the

cascade, rather than the binary reject/continue event which occurred at each stage of the

cascade in the original VJ technique described in prior art document (i). The significance of

the soft cascade technique is described below.

Embodiments are described including the use of Haar classifiers for face recognition and the

use of the same set of classifiers which were trained for the face detector to also perform as

face recognition classifiers. This involves a training step in certain embodiments, which

subsequently enables a recognition process to be implemented in parallel with a normal face

detection/tracking process. Advantages of this include that statistical data for face recognition

can be gathered at the same time as a face tracking process is running and where a suitable

hardware embodiment is available there is practically no additional computational

requirement over that involved in the tracking process.

A method is provided for in-camera recognition of a specific face within a digital image as

part of an acquisition process. A portable digital image acquisition device includes a lens, an

image sensor, and a processor programmed by processor-readable code. The device is

configured to acquire digital images, such as a camera-phone, digital still camera, or any other

camera-enabled mobile device. A sequence of relatively low resolution images including a

face are generated in the device, captured by the device or otherwise obtained in the device.

Groups of pixels are identified that correspond to the face within multiple relatively low

resolution images. The face is tracked within the multiple relatively low resolution images.

Multiple real-time probabilities are determined as to whether the face corresponds to a

specific person within the multiple images. The multiple real-time probabilities are averaged

to obtain a cumulative probability that the face belongs to the specific person. When the

cumulative probability exceeds a predetermined threshold, a workflow is initiated, and/or one

or more image processing or other pre- or post-image acquisition actions is/are taken on the

portable digital image acquisition device based on the recognition of the face as belonging to

the specific person.

The initiating may include displaying a name or other identifier of the specific person

recognized in association with the face on a display of the portable image acquisition device.



The method may include repeating the process for multiple different persons, and wherein

when the cumulative probability of a particular face belonging to a second specific person is

below the predetermined threshold by less than a predetermined amount, but exceeds that for

any other specific person, then a workflow may be initiated and/or image processing or other

pre- or post-image acquisition action may be performed on the portable digital image

acquisition device based on the recognition of the face as belonging to the second specific

person.

The method may also include repeating the process for multiple different persons, and

wherein when the cumulative probability of a particular face belonging to any of the specific

person or the multiple different persons is below the same or a different threshold, then the

face may be identified as unknown.

The method may include repeating the process for multiple different persons, and wherein

when the cumulative probabilities of a particular face belonging to two or more of the specific

person and the multiple different persons is above the threshold, then the face may be

identified as being associated jointly with the two or more persons.

The method may include training a set of face recognition classifiers associated with the

specific person. The determining of the real-time probabilities may include using the face

recognition classifiers, which may include census-type classifiers or Haar-type classifiers, or

both. The face recognition classifiers may include classifiers also used in the tracking and/or

identifying of the face.

The face tracking may be performed in parallel with determining whether the identified face

corresponds to the specific person.

Another method is provided for recognizing a face within an image. A lens, image sensor and

processor of a portable digital image acquisition device may be used to acquire a digital image

and to recognize one or more faces appearing within the digital image. At least one facial

region may be determined within an image. A multi-classifier face detector may be used to

determine that a probability of the at least one facial region containing a face is above a

threshold probability. Probability values may be determined for a set of classifiers for the at

least one facial region to provide a recognition profile. The at least one facial region may be



determined within the image by determining a value of at least one classifier of the set. The

recognition profile may be compared against a predetermined recognition profile to determine

a degree of match.

The method may also include adjusting one or more classifiers based on the determining of

the at least one facial region based on the value of the at least one classifier of the set being

used in the determination of the recognition profile. The adjusting may include determining

an adjustment based on an amount by which the value of the at least one classifier exceeds the

threshold probability for the at least one facial region to contain the face.

The recognition profile may include a first recognition profile. The method may further

include determining values for a second set of classifiers for the face to determine a second

recognition profile. The determining of at least one facial region may include determining

multiple values for the second set of classifiers. The second recognition profile may be

compared against a second predetermined recognition profile to determine a degree of match.

One of the first and second recognition profiles may be selected as providing a better degree

of match. The determining at least one facial region may include determining the multiple

values for determining the second recognition profile, and determining multiple classifiers,

and at least one of the multiple classifiers may differ from the at least one classifier of the set

of classifiers of the first recognition profile.

Another method is provided for in-camera face recognition training of a specific face within

digital images acquired with a portable camera-enabled device. A lens, image sensor and

processor of a portable camera-enabled device may be used to acquire digital images.

Multiple different images that include a face of a specific person are generated in the device,

captured or otherwise obtained in the device. Groups of pixels are identified that correspond

to the face within the multiple different images. Sets of classifiers are selected as matching

the faces identified in the multiple different images. The sets of classifiers are statistically

analyzed to generate a reference classifier profile of the face associated with the specific

person. The method may include repeating the aforementioned generating, identifying,

selecting and statistical analysis one or more times to generate one or more further reference

classifier profiles of the face associated with the specific person. The multiple reference

classifier profiles are normalized to determine normalized face classifiers of an average face



associated with the specific person. A face recognition profile is generated for the specific

person based on the normalized face classifiers of the average face of the specific person. The

method may further include programming the processor such that when a probability exceeds

a predetermined threshold that an identified face corresponds to the specific person associated

with the face recognition profile, then the processor initiates a workflow, image processing or

other pre- or post-image acquisition action on the portable camera-enabled device based on

the recognition of the face as belonging to the specific person.

The different images may include two or more different poses and/or different lighting

conditions of the face.

The statistical analysis may involve determining mean and variance values for the sets of

classifiers.

The method may include tracking the face within the plurality of the relatively low resolution

images. The selecting may include aligning face region subwindows and determining

probabilities for classifiers based upon which the sets of classifiers are selected. The tracking

may be performed in parallel with determining whether the identified face corresponds to the

specific person.

The method may include determining probabilities for classifiers based upon which the sets of

classifiers are selected.

Another method is provided for determining face recognition profiles for each of a group of at

least two persons, including analyzing a set of images where more than one face image of

each person is available. The method includes determining with a multi-classifier face

detector that a face region within a digital image has above a threshold probability of

corresponding to a first person of a group of persons. A probability score is recorded for each

classifier stage of the multi-classifier face detector, along with an overall probability score,

and the probability scores are associated with the first person. These two steps are repeated

for one or more further images each containing a face region that has above the threshold

probability of corresponding to the first person. The probability scores for each classifier and

the overall probability score are analyzed, and a mean and variance are determined for each

classifier for the first person. These steps are repeated for one or more further persons of the



group of persons. A sub-set of classifiers is determined to best differentiate between the first

person and the one or more further persons of the group. The sub-set of classifiers is stored,

and associated with the first person as a recognition profile.

The method may include deriving the one or more further images each containing a face

region of the first person from a set of preview stream images acquired within a same digital

imaging device as the digital image.

The mean and variance may be stored for each classifier, as well as the overall probability

score. These may be associated with the first person as a base recognition profile. The

method may include determining and storing base recognition profile data for the one or more

further persons of the group of persons, determining a new sub-set of classifiers which best

differentiates the first person from the one or more further persons, and storing the new sub¬

set of classifiers as a new recognition profile for the first person, including associating the

new sub-set of classifiers with the first person. The method may also include deriving

multiple face images of the first person from a set of preview stream images, and determining

the base recognition profile on these multiple face images from the set of preview stream

images. The method may also include storing the base recognition profile of the first person

and the base recognition profile data of the one or more further persons of the group of

persons within a same digital imaging device used to capture the digital image and set of

preview stream images.

One or more processor-readable storage media are also provided that have code embedded

therein for programming a processor to perform any of the methods described herein.

A digital image acquisition device is also provided that is capable of real-time in-camera

recognition of a specific face within a digital image as part of an acquisition process. The

device includes a lens and an image sensor to acquire digital images including sequences of

relatively low resolution images, as well as a processor programmed by processor-readable

code embedded within one or more digital storage media. The processor-readable code

include a face detector component to program the processor to identify a groups of pixels that

correspond to the face within one or more of the relatively low resolution images; a face

tracker component to program the processor to track said face within a plurality of the

relatively low resolution images; and a face recognition component to program the processor



to determine multiple real-time probabilities that the face corresponds to a specific person

within the plurality of the low resolution images, and to average the multiple real-time

probabilities to obtain a cumulative probability that the face belongs to the specific person.

The processor is configured to determine that the cumulative probability exceeds a

predetermined threshold. The processor is further programmed to initiate a workflow, image

processing or other pre- or post-image acquisition action, or combinations thereof, on the

portable digital image acquisition device based on the recognition of the face as belonging to

a specific person.

A portable camera-enabled device is also provided that is capable of in-camera face

recognition and face recognition training of a specific face within acquired digital images.

The device includes a lens and an image sensor to acquire digital images, and a processor

programmed by processor-readable code embedded within one or more digital storage media.

The processor-readable code includes a face detector component to program the processor to

identify a groups of pixels that correspond to a face within the digital images, and a face

recognition training component to program the processor to generate a face recognition

profile for a specific person determined by programming the processor to perform the

following: selecting sets of classifiers as matching the faces identified in the multiple different

images; statistically analyzing the sets of classifiers to generate a reference classifier profile of

the face associated with the specific person; repeating the generating, identifying, selecting

and statistically analyzing one or more times to generate one or more further reference

classifier profiles of the face associated with the specific person; and normalizing the

reference classifier profiles to determine normalized face classifiers of an average face

associated with the specific person. The device further includes a face recognition component

to determine when a probability exceeds a predetermined threshold that an identified face

corresponds to the specific person associated with the face recognition profile, and to initiate a

workflow, image processing or other pre- or post-image acquisition action on the portable

camera-enabled device when the face belonging to the specific person is thereby recognized.

These devices may be configured to perform any of the methods described herein.



A digital image acquisition device is also provided that is capable of in-camera recognition of

a face within a digital image as part of an acquisition process, and having a lens, image sensor

and processor programmed to perform any of the methods described herein.

THE FACE TRACKER

Exemplary face tracking techniques are described in US patents 7,315,631, 7,403,643,

7,460,695, 7,460,694, and 7,469,055, which are assigned to the same assignee. Figure 1

illustrates a face tracking system according to certain embodiments. The solid lines indicate

the flow of image data. The dashed line indicates control inputs or information outputs (e.g.

location(s) of detected faces) from a module. In this example, an image processing apparatus

can be a digital still camera (DSC), a video camera, a cell phone equipped with an image

capturing mechanism, or a camera-phone, or a hand-held computer equipped with an internal

or external camera.

Referring to the example of Figure 1, a digital image is acquired in raw format from an image

sensor (CCD or CMOS) [105] and an image subsampler [ 112] generates a smaller copy of the

main image. The camera-enabled portable device may include a dedicated hardware

subsystem to perform image subsampling, for example, to provide preview images to a

camera display. The subsampled image may be provided in bitmap format (RGB or YCC). In

the meantime, the normal image acquisition chain performs post-processing on the raw image

[ 110] which may include some luminance and color balancing. In certain digital imaging

systems, the subsampling may occur after such post-processing, or after certain post¬

processing filters are applied, but before the entire post-processing filter chain is completed.

The subsampled image is next passed to an integral image generator [ 115] which creates an

integral image from the subsampled image. This integral image is next passed to a fixed size

face detector [120]. The face detector is applied to the full integral image, but as this is an

integral image of a subsampled copy of the main image, the processing involving the face

detector is proportionately reduced. If the subsample is 1 of the main image, this implies the

processing time involved is only 25% of that for the full image.

This approach is particularly amenable to hardware embodiments where the subsampled

image memory space can be scanned by a fixed size DMA window and digital logic to



implement a Haar-feature classifier chain can be applied to this DMA window. However, the

use of several sizes of classifier (in a software embodiment) is not precluded, nor is the use of

multiple fixed-size classifiers (in a hardware embodiment). An advantage is that a smaller

integral image may be calculated.

Still referring to Figure 1, after application of the fast face detector [280] any newly detected

candidate face regions [141] are passed onto a face tracking module [ 1 11] where any face

regions confirmed from previous analysis [145] are merged with the new candidate face

regions prior to being provided [142] to a face tracker [290].

The face tracker [290] provides a set of confirmed candidate regions [143] back to the

tracking module [ 111]. Additional image processing filters are applied by the tracking module

[ 1 11] to confirm either that these confirmed regions [143] are face regions or to maintain

regions as candidates if they have not been confirmed as such by the face tracker [290]. A

final set of face regions [145] can be output by the module [ 111] for use elsewhere in the

camera or to be stored within or in association with an acquired image for later processing

either within the camera or offline; as well as to be used in the next iteration of face tracking.

After the main image acquisition chain is completed a full-size copy of the main image [130]

will normally reside in the system memory [140] of the image acquisition system. This may

be accessed by a candidate region extractor [125] component of the face tracker [290] which

selects image patches based on candidate face region data [142] obtained from the face

tracking module [11 1]. These image patches for each candidate region are passed to an

integral image generator [ 115] which passes the resulting integral images to a variable-sized

detector [121], as one possible example a VJ detector, which then applies a classifier chain,

preferably at least a 32 classifier chain, to the integral image for each candidate region across

a range of different scales.

THE SOFT CASCADE AND CUMULATIVE PROBABILITY

In certain embodiments, both fixed [120] and variable [121] face detectors are based on a

hybrid cascade which employs both haar and census classifiers. These may be combined to

generate a cumulative probability according to one or more soft cascade techniques. An

advantage of the soft cascade technique is that a face candidate may marginally fail a number



of individual classifiers in a cascade, but if its overall probability remains above a cumulative

probability threshold, then it is still retained as a confirmed face region. An example of

cumulative probabilities generated by several face candidates is illustrated in Figure 2, which

illustrates example plots of strong, weak and average face candidates compared with a

baseline face threshold.

Figure 2 illustrates three different cases of face candidates compared to a baseline face

probability. A candidate window which returns a cumulative score which remains above this

baseline threshold is considered to be correctly detected as a face region. Some faces can

wander very close to this threshold as illustrated by the "weak" candidate trace. Other

candidates will return significantly higher cumulative probabilities and may be considered as

"strong" candidates. It is also possible as part of the training process for the face detector to

determine the "average" probability trace returned over more than one sample, some fraction

of a training set, or even over an entire training set, which may typically include 50,000+

training samples.

THE CLASSIFIER CASCADE

A classifier cascade in accordance with certain embodiments is illustrated in Figure 3.

Individual classifier stages are indicated as C1, C2, C3, C4, . . ., CN The classifier cascade

illustrated at Figure 3 may be used for both face detection and face recognition. The input is a

candidate sub-window extracted from a main image. This sub-window is passed through each

classifier stage and generates a probability output from that stage - P(I), P(2), etc - which are

then summed to generate a cumulative face detection probability output for that candidate

region. In some embodiments, these probabilities may be summed sequentially, enabling a

probability output after the sub-window passes through each classifier stage. This enables a

comparison and decision to be taken at each stage, thus eliminating non-face candidates more

quickly; in a hardware embodiment there are some advantages to parallelization of this

process and consequently there will be fewer decision stages at which candidates may be

rejected - typically less than 4 in a 32 classifier cascade.

In the example of Figure 3, it is illustrated how multiple recognition class probabilities may

be generated from the same classifier probabilities - P(I), P(2), etc - as are used for the

detector process. In the illustrative example in Figure 3, it can be seen that one recognition



class employs P(I), P(2) and P(3), whereas a different recognition class employs P(2), P(4)

and P(N) to generate their output probabilities.

THE TRAINING PROCESS

The classifier combinations employed to generate these recognition probabilities may be

determined from a fixed set of detector classifiers in accordance with an advantageous

training process as described herein. In accordance with certain embodiments, classifiers are

selected from a main detector cascade, and these classifiers are employed to generate a

probability value that a tracked face matches a known person. This selection of particular

classifiers is referred to hereinafter as a recognition profile (RP) for a known or specific

person. In order to determine a recognition profile, the technique involves tracking the person

for whom it is desired to create the RP. A suitable UI may be integrated into a digital imaging

device for this purpose.

According to certain embodiments, the user of an imaging appliance may activate an

embedded face tracker. When the face tracker locks onto a person, they activate a training

mode, indicating at the same time that the locked face region is a reference face region. In

this mode, the tracker operates as normal, displaying a rectangular window around one or

more detected faces in the image stream. But, in addition to this feature in certain

embodiments, the tracker sends additional data from the tracked reference face to an

additional subsystem. In particular, probability outputs from each classifier applied to the

optimally aligned face region subwindow are sent to a statistical analyzer, for example, as

shown at Figure 4a which illustrates a statistical analysis process for face detector classifiers.

This records a classifier probability output over a sequence of main image frames. If the

training is successful, then mean and variance values are output for each classifier in the main

detector cascade. This process is designed to obtain sufficient statistical data to reliably

determine a reference classifier profile.

Training may not complete successfully for various reasons. During the training process, it is

desirable for a person to move their face into different, substantially frontal, poses and ideally

to move between different lighting conditions. In doing this, the face tracker may lose its lock

on a person's face such that the training process is repeated from the beginning, although a

lock may be lost temporarily and re-established (see US serial number 12/572,930). In some



cases, variations in pose and illumination may be too extreme and the statistical analysis may

not converge to reliable mean and variance values for each classifier in the cascade. Where

training is not successfully completed, a warning is issued to the user and the resulting

statistical data is considered unreliable and is purged from the analyzer subsystem.

Where each classifier does converge to a reliable mean and variance, the resulting statistical

data is then stored as a reference classifier profile (RCP) for that known or specific person.

This classifier profile is distinct from the recognition profile which will eventually be

determined for that person in accordance with certain embodiments.

Two examples of reference classifier profiles are provided by example at Figure 4b which

illustrates comparison of reference classifier profiles for relatively strong and weak face

regions. Both are normalized with respect to the baseline face threshold, for example, the

baseline classifier value may be subtracted from the corresponding classifier of each of these

reference profiles in a normalization process in accordance with certain embodiments. One of

the examples illustrated in Figure 4b is of a relatively strong face region which has a high

cumulative probability of being a face as determined by the main face tracker. A second

example illustrated at Figure 4b is of a relatively weak face region where the cumulative

probability is close to the baseline face threshold and most classifiers have low probability

outputs (some may be zero, or may even have negative probability depending on the type of

classifier employed in the detector cascade).

Although both face regions are valid faces, it is clear that it will be impractical to distinguish

between the two as the probability outputs of the strong face will swamp those of the weak

one. Thus, a process in accordance with certain embodiments involves some means to

normalize across different types of face regions.

Referring back briefly to Figure 2, the cumulative probability trace of an average face will be

known in certain embodiments from the training of the classifier cascade for main face

detector. A cumulative probability total will be known in certain embodiments for the average

face. A cumulative probability total can also be calculated from the two illustrative reference

classifier profiles provided above, for example. In this example the cumulative probability

per classifier (CPPC) of the average face over the 32 classifier cascade is 0.39 and the CPPC



values for the strong face example is 0.50 and for the weak face is 0.1 1 over a 32 classifier

cascade.

A simple normalization can now be achieved by adjusting the strong face CPPC value down

and the weak face CPPC value up so both match that of the average face. This can be simply

achieved by adjusting the probability of each classifier as illustrated in a normalization block

at Figure 5 and as follows:

Padjust(CN) = P(C N ) + (CPPCRCP - CPPCAvemge Face)

Thus for each classifier, the probability is increased by the difference between the CPPC

value for this reference classifier profile and the CPPC value for the average face across the

training set for the main face detector. This leads to the adjusted RCP for both strong and

weak faces as illustrated in Figure 4c which shows two examples of adjusted RCPs including

adjusted strong and weak faces normalized to the average face. In certain embodiments, the

classifier probabilities are adjusted according to the mean value of the average face. In other

embodiments, the process involves matching RCP variances between training samples.

Each data point is Figure 4c represents the mean probability of that classifier for a particular

known or specific person's face. The variance is not shown explicitly in Figure 4c, but it may

be typically of the order of +/-0.025 or less (or one vertical grid-line in the diagram). From

Figure 4c, it can be observed that some of the adjusted classifiers now provide higher

probability for the weak face region, for example, classifier nos. 2, 3, 4, 6, 10, 11, 15, 16, 20

and 23 generate significantly higher probabilities for the weaker face region over the strong

face region. After the adjustment process, the stored RCP is replaced by its adjusted

equivalent and retained as the RCP for that particular person's face. Now that a normalization

technique has been described in accordance with certain embodiments, a sub-cascade of

normalized face classifiers may be selected to provide a recognition profile (RP) for a current

face region that is being trained.

Another example includes a case where no RPs have been created and only a single adjusted

RCP (ARCP) has been created and saved for a current face. As there are not other RPs against

which the current face can be compared, then the process involves selecting the best

classifiers from the RP for the current face. In certain embodiments, a threshold probability is



selected. This may be estimated based on empirical calibration or alternatively a range may

be employed. The user of the camera may adjust this threshold manually. For the case of the

weak face, as illustrated for example at Figure 4c, and assuming a recognition threshold of

2.0, a sufficient number of the highest probability classifiers may be selected to provide, e.g.,

at least a 30% margin of error or other selected margin or error. In this example, choosing

classifiers 2, 3, 11, 23, 14, and 15 gives a cumulative probability of 0.475 + 0.525 + 0.475 +

0.46 + 0.455 + 0.455 = 2.85. This is in fact more than 30%, but such ensures with greater

reliability that a face is recognized even if conditions are not ideal. Once the recognition

cascade achieves a cumulative value of 2.0 or greater, then this face will be successfully

recognized.

When a second ARCP is added, the first RP will be reviewed/retrained in accordance with

certain embodiments. In the example above, an RP is constructed for the strong face. This

may include higher-valued classifiers 18, 9, 8, 17, and 19 giving a cumulative probability of

0.55 + 0.525 + 0.5 + 0.5 + 0.475 = 2.55. Optionally another, weaker, classifier could be added

to increase the expected output probability to match that of the first RP. In this case, one of

classifiers 4, 6, or 12 may be chosen to complete the cascade.

In this example, the chosen classifiers, in addition to being the highest valued classifiers for

the current face are also well separated in probability from the same classifiers for the other

face. As more profiles are added, this will generally not be the case and it will become more

difficult to choose higher-probability classifiers which are not common with other RPs. To

overcome this, averaged ARCP (AARCP) may be formed in certain embodiments by

summing and averaging the ARCPs for each face with a stored ARCP and associated RP.

After two or more ARCPs are stored, an AARCP is created and the RP for each face is

refined. Classifiers are now selected based not only on their overall probability, but also

according to the criteria that they have a probability which is greater than the corresponding

classifier of the AARCP by an amount equal to at least the variance (or a multiple thereof) of

that classifier. If sufficient classifiers that meet these criteria are not found or cannot be found,

then a face profile may be returned as untrainable. In this case, the user may delete one or

more existing face profiles (specifically the corresponding ARCPs and RPs) to facilitate the

addition of a new RP. In some embodiments, a fixed number of faces may be permitted to

reduce the likelihood of untrainable faces being encountered.



THE RECOGNITION PROCESS

Once several RPs have been created, the imaging appliance can now perform real-time

recognition according to the example process illustrated in Figure 5 in certain embodiments.

Figure 5 illustrates a process of real-time face detection and face recognition. The process of

Figure 5 includes features of the process illustrated at Figure 3, where one or more of the

same classifiers used in the detection process are also used in the recognition process. Figure

5 further illustrates an additional normalization block provided to adjust the probabilities of

the individual recognition classifiers for a currently tracked face according to a cumulative

(detection) probability of the current face.

A recognition decision may be made based on one of the output recognition probabilities

being significantly higher than all other output probabilities, and/or being above a

predetermined recognition threshold - 2.0 in our illustrative example. In certain cases a face

may still be reported as recognized if it is slightly or somewhat below the threshold (for

example, up to 20% below), but its recognition probability is still significantly or some

predetermined amount greater than any other output recognition probability.

Where two or more faces have approximately similar probabilities, and are greater than the

predetermined recognition threshold (or are slightly below it, but where their recognition

probabilities are still significantly greater than any other output recognition probability), then

these two, or more, faces may be reported as a joint recognition (and optionally a user may

select and/or de-select). Where all recognition probabilities are significantly below a

recognition threshold, for example, more than 20%, 30%, 40%, or 50%, the face may be

reported as unknown. Other settings may be applied for controlling the recognition process

either as installed rules, or as may be selected by a user manipulating pull-down menus or

other UI.

As these recognition probabilities are generated on a real-time basis, for example, a new set

may be available for a tracked face region every 1-2 frames of a preview image stream, then

they may be advantageously summed and statistical methods can accumulate a greater degree

of confidence that a particular face is correctly recognized. In particular, where a face is

tracked and successfully recognized over a period of time, it can continue to be recognized



even where the recognition probability falls below a threshold (or another recognition

probability becomes higher), and the main face-tracking lock is retained.

In the same way, a face may not immediately display a recognized status, but the camera may

wait until a sufficient number of successful recognitions are achieved before returning a

recognized status and identifying the known or otherwise specific person.

A face recognition process may be implemented in a digital imaging appliance with a face

tracking/detection subsystem using existing detection classifiers to perform face recognition.

This provides a lightweight in-camera method of performing face recognition and for training

a camera or camera-phone or other camera-enabled device to recognize different people.

In methods that may be performed according to embodiments and claims described herein, the

operations have been described in selected typographical sequences. However, the sequences

have been selected and so ordered for typographical convenience and are not intended to

imply any particular order for performing the operations, unless a particular ordering is

expressly indicated as being required or is understood by those skilled in the art as being

necessary.



Claims:

1. A method of recognizing a face within an image, comprising:

using a lens, image sensor and processor of a portable digital image acquisition device

to acquire a digital image and to recognize one or more faces appearing within the digital

image;

determining at least one facial region within an image, including using a multi-

classifier face detector to determine that a probability of the at least one facial region

containing a face is above a threshold probability;

determining probability values for a set of classifiers for said at least one facial region

to provide a recognition profile, wherein the determining at least one facial region within the

image comprises determining a value of at least one classifier of the set; and

comparing said recognition profile against a predetermined recognition profile to

determine a degree of match.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising adjusting one or more classifiers from the

determining at least one facial region based on the value of the at least one classifier of the set

being used in the determination of the recognition profile.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the adjusting comprises determining an adjustment based

on an amount by which the value of the at least one classifier exceeds the threshold

probability for the at least one facial region to contain the face.

4. The method of any of the above claims, wherein the recognition profile comprises a first

recognition profile, and the method further comprises determining values for a second set of

classifiers for the face to determine a second recognition profile, wherein the determining at

least one facial region comprises determining multiple values for the second set of classifiers,

and wherein the method further comprises comparing the second recognition profile against a

second predetermined recognition profile to determine a degree of match.

5. The method of claims 4, further comprising selecting one of the first and second

recognition profiles as providing a better degree of match.



6. The method of any of claims 4-5, wherein the determining at least one facial region

comprises determining the multiple values for determining the second recognition profile, and

determining multiple classifiers, and at least one of the multiple classifiers differs from the at

least one classifier of the set of classifiers of the first recognition profile.

7. A method of in-camera face recognition training of a specific face within digital images

acquired with a portable camera-enabled device, comprising:

using a lens, image sensor and processor of a portable camera-enabled device to

acquire digital images;

generating in the device, capturing or otherwise obtaining in the device multiple

different images that include a face of a specific person;

identifying groups of pixels that correspond to the face within the multiple different

images;

selecting sets of classifiers as matching the faces identified in the multiple different

images;

statistically analyzing the sets of classifiers to generate a reference classifier profile of

the face associated with the specific person;

repeating the generating, identifying, selecting and statistically analyzing one or more

times to generate one or more further reference classifier profiles of the face associated with

the specific person;

normalizing the reference classifier profiles to determine normalized face classifiers of

an average face associated with the specific person;

generating a face recognition profile for the specific person based on the normalized

face classifiers of the average face of the specific person; and

programming the processor such that when a probability exceeds a predetermined

threshold that an identified face corresponds to the specific person associated with the face

recognition profile, then the processor initiates a workflow, image processing or other pre- or

post-image acquisition action on the portable camera-enabled device based on the recognition

of the face as belonging to the specific person.



8. The method of claim 7, wherein the different images comprise two or more different poses

of the face.

9. The method of any of claims 7-8, wherein the different images comprise two or more

different lighting conditions of the face.

10. The method of any of claims 7-9, wherein the statistically analyzing comprises

determining mean and variance values for the sets of classifiers.

11. The method of any of the above claims, further comprising tracking said face within the

plurality of the relatively low resolution images.

12. The method of any of the above claims, further comprising determining probabilities for

classifiers based upon which the sets of classifiers are selected.

13. A portable camera-enabled device capable of in-camera face recognition and face

recognition training of a specific face within acquired digital images, comprising:

a lens and an image sensor to acquire digital images;

a processor programmed by processor-readable code embedded within one or more

digital storage media, wherein the processor-readable code comprises:

a face detector component to program the processor to identify a groups of

pixels that correspond to a face within the digital images;

a face recognition training component to program the processor to generate a

face recognition profile for a specific person determined by programming the processor to

perform a method as in any of the above claims.

14. One or more processor-readable storage media having code embedded therein for

programming a processor to perform a method as in any of claims 1-13.
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